German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
97th Championship Show
11th and 12th March 2017

Judge: Ms Heather Macdonald (UK)
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VONPETA GRACE N BEAUTY 4/7/2016 5100094770 Sire: Fremont Hells Bells Dam: Natchez
Eva'S Revenge Brd: Mr P N Damarell & J E Pike Exh: M Beckett 8 Months, upper medium size,
medium strong, sable female, good proportions, very good head and expression, slightly light
eye. Good wither and back – croup sligtly short, balanced angulation front & rear. OK going
and coming. When settled moves with a lovely balanced harmony, showing good hind drive
and balanced fore reach. A real quality puppy.
KARASTRO QWIK SMOKIN CHILLI 5/8/2016 3100346193 Sire: *Vanharley Thundanlightng AZ
Dam: *Karastro Furious Flame AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs Denise Berghofer 7 Months, black & rich
gold, good proportions, good head where the eye could be darker, good reach of neck into a
normal wither, firm back, slightlysteep croup, good fore and very good hind angulation,
stands somewhat narrow, some looseness going and coming. Moves ok, with balanced reach
and drive but drops the wither slightly.
Puppy Bitch – Long Stock Coat
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BODECKA GEE WIZZ (AI) 23/5/2016 3100341715 Sire: Ch. Bodecka Grandslam Dam: Bodecka
Yeehaw Brd: EXH Exh: Jenny Joseph 9.5 Months, large female of slightly streched proportions,
good fore angulation and very good rear angulation, normal wither, firm back into a slightly
short and steep croup, stands a little bit narrow throughout, not in the best coat condition.
Slight puppy looseness going and coming, moves well with good hind drive and balanced
forereach holding a very nice outline on the move.
TAKIMBRE CALL ME ANNIE 9/6/2016 2100454440 Sire: Juwika Destroyer Dam: Takimbre
Xanadu Brd: Mr CW and Mrs S Ford Exh: Mrs Dianne Cameron 9 Months, upper medium size,
medium strong bitch shown out of coat. Good head and expression with very good dark mask
and eyes where the underjaw should be a little stronger. Normal wither, firm back, short
steep croup, good fore and hind angulations. Coat condition exaggerates the underline.
Puppy looseness going and coming where the elbows need to firm. Needs training, when
settled shows glimpses of a balanced movement but currently dropping on the forehand.
Junior Bitch – Long Stock Coat
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE AZ 4/11/2015 5100090516 Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ
Dam: *Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Eroica Knls 16 Months, 61.5cm, large, strong
substantial female of very good proportions and a beautiful head and expression. Good
strong correct muzzle, good neck into a correct defined wither, firm back and well placed
croup. She has very good angles fore and rear. Doesn’t stand quite correct in front, front legs
should be cleaner, pasterns could be firmer. Steps ok going, elbows need to firm. Moves well
with good hind thrust, free flowing reach, slight twist in tail detracts during movement.
HARDROKK LEGEND SUZI Q 22/2/2016 3100337785 Sire: Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) Dam:
Rantino Hard Rock AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Samantha Bell 12 Months, 60cm, topsize medium strong
black and red female of good proportions. Good head and expression, good reach of neck,
normal wither, firm back into a well placed croup. Good fore angulation where the shoulder
is slightly forward placed and very good hind angulation. Just ok away, slightly loose in the
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elbows coming. Lacks training, when settled shows good drive where the reach could be freer
and has a tendency to fall on the forehand.
Intermediate Bitch – Long Stock Coat
VANHARLEY PROMISCIOUS GIRL AZ 6/11/2014 3100314353 Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu)
a ED Normal KKL1 Dam: *Vanharley Zena AZ Brd: EXH Exh: M/S DM COLSON 2 Years 4
Months, 59cm, upper medium size, strong, substantial, robust female. Very good head and
expression with good dark eyes, dark mask and correct strength of muzzle. Normal wither,
firm correct back into a well placed croup. Very good fore and rear angulation. Correct
proportions. Hocks could be a touch firmer going. Shows good reach and hind drive
maintaining overline. Quality female.
CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 3100317615 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche IPO1 (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Karastro Havana Knights AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs Denise Berghofer 2 Years 1 Month,
60cm topsize absolute medium strong very feminine female, good head with good mask,
underjaw could be a touch stronger. Good wither, firm back, slightly short and steep croup.
Good fore angulation and very good hind angulation and correct proportions. Not in the best
coat condition. OK going, elbows could be firmer coming. Moves with a very light footed
powerful gait where the front legs are lifted too high.
*STOBAR YALINA 28/5/2015 3100324086 Sire: *Bluemax Salt AZ Dam: Vanland Ava Brd:
Stobar Kennels Exh: Narelle Cullen 1 Year 9 Months, lower right double P1, 61cm, very large,
strong, substantial female, an excellent brood type. Strong head with good mask and lovely
dark eyes. Good neck into a normal wither. Firm correct back and well placed croup which
could be slightly longer. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be longer and
better angled and very good hind angulation. Slightly stretched proportions. Slightly close
going, elbows and pasterns could be slightly firmer. Moves well holding a good outline with
balanced reach and drive.
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL AZ 14/11/2014 3100314328 Sire: Kazkiri Ximon Dam: Kooronya
Inthe Purple Brd: KIM COOPER Exh: KIM COOPER 2 Years 3 Months, 60cm, topsize, medium
strong, substantial female shown in heavy condition. Good head and expression with dark
eyes and mask. Neck could be a touch longer, normal wither, firm back and well placed
croup. Good fore andgulation where the shoulder is slightly forward placed, very good hind
angulation. Slightly stretched proportions. Pasterns could be firmer. A little close going and
elbows need to firm coming. When settled, moves with a balanced harmonious gait where
the fore reach could be freer. Would be much improved if not in such heavy condition.
Open Bitch – Long Stock Coat
*CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/2/2014 3100303316 Sire: Hatto Vom
Huhnegrab (Imp Due) Dam: Kantenna Venus Delight Brd: Mr A & Mrs R Jones Exh: David &
Lorelle Organ 3 Years, 60cm topsize strong substantial bitch of excellent pigmentation with
beautiful head and expression. Would like a little more length of legs. Good wither, correct
firm back, slightly short well-placed croup. Very good fore angulation and very good hind
angulation. Well developed female. Ok going away, elbows and pasterns could be firmer.
Moves with excellent drive and full reach holding a good outline but is a little too short in the
legs.

LSC CHALLENGE BITCH
LSC RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH

407 – VANHARLEY PROMISCIOUS GIRL AZ
401 – VONPETA GRACE N BEAUTY
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RHOSYN VANTARA 30/9/2016 5100065237 Sire: *Calle V Wesstervenn (Imp. Deu) Dam:
*Rhosyn Tapestry Brd: EXH Exh: SJ & C Collins 5 Months
JAYSHELL PROSECCO 26/10/2016 3100348662 Sire: *Labo Vom Schollweiher A Ed Dam:
*Jayshell Kenzie AZ Brd: EXH Exh: P & N McDermott 4 Months
UHLMSDORF COCO CHANEL 19/10/2016 9100011009 Sire: *Ch. Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas
Dam: Uhlmsdorf Raincloud AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels 4 Months
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ALBATA PARIS 14/10/2016 4100267756 Sire: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp. Ger) Dam: *Ch.
Albata Angelina Brd: EXH Exh: F & C Ali 4 Months
KAPERVILLE JOURNEY WAY 14/10/2016 6100101701 Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ Dam:
*Kaperville Smith N Wesson AZ Brd: Animal Kapers Boarding Kennels Pty Ltd Exh: ANIMAL
KAPERS BOARDING KENNELS PTY LTD 4 Months
AIMSWAY TOREE 23/10/2016 2100466156 Sire: Juwika Destroyer Dam: Aimsway Myla Rose
Brd: EXH Exh: John & Lee Martens 4 Months
STOLZERHUND MISS DEMEANOR 4/11/2016 5100096620 Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ
Dam: *Leppsdorf Tilly AZ Brd: EXH Exh: MRS LOUISE QUINN 4 Months
AMBALA SERINDIPITY 29/10/2016 2100465811 Sire: *Bossface Barrack AZ Dam: *Ambala
Playboy Bunny AZ Brd: EXH Exh: F. Stokes, P & R Berechree 4 Months
UHLMSDORF COCO BLACK 19/10/2016 9100011011 Sire: *Ch. Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas Dam:
Uhlmsdorf Raincloud AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels 4 Months
SWARTZLIC RIO SPECIAL 3/10/2016 3100347775 Sire: *Vadim Von Aurelius Dam: Bernlock
Blame It On Rio Brd: EXH Exh: SHARON HARGREAVES 5 Months
AWATEA DANISH DELIGHT 21/11/2016 3100350031 Sire: *Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen Dam:
Angie in Regnum Marianum Brd: EXH Exh: F. Grigons 3 Months
HILLMAGIC GINGER SNAPS 30/10/2016 2100464327 Sire: Toby Von Der Plassenburg Dam:
Astana Peta Brd: MS P JONES & MRS B PARSONS & MR A TORETTO Exh: Mrs Jen Eaton 4
Months
CLEYELDA MAGIC TO DREAM 21/11/2016 3100349920 Sire: *Toby Von Der Plassenburg (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Cleyelda Kimiko Lady Brd: EXH Exh: M. Lanfranchi 3 Months
Minor Puppy Bitch – Stock Coat
FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE 18/6/2016 6100100094 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam:
Volscaro River Of Champagne Brd: Mr K R, Mrs R T & Mr C A Knuckey Exh: Mr J Carter & Mrs
R Knuckey 8 Months, large, strong bitch of excellent proportions. Very good pigmentation,
strong head, dark mask and dark eyes. Well-placed ears, good wither, firm back, croup
slightly steep. Good fore and very good rear angulation. Stands correct. OK away and
coming. Moves very well with good balance holding her lines and showing good reach and
drive.
VONPETA GIVE US A GRIN 4/7/2016 5100094769 Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ Dam:
*Natchez Evas Revenge AZ Brd: EXH Exh: PN Damarell & JE Pike 8 Months, upper medium
size, medium strong sable bitch of correct proportions. Super head and expression. Neck is
slightly short into a good wither. Firm back with slightly steep croup. Good angulation of
the fore and very good angulation of the rear. Stands straight with slight puppy looseness
going and coming. Moves very well with good balance – slight hook in tail detracts from
otherwise good outline.
MANPRINCE GROOVY KINDA MAGIC 6/7/2016 3100343982 Sire: *Vadim Von Aurelius (Imp
Ger) a ED Dam: Kardin Burgandy Rose AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Manprince Kennels 8 Months,
medium sized, medium strong bitch with excellent pigmentation. Has a good head, dark
mask, dark eyes, underjaw could be a touch stronger. Normal wither, firm back, croup is a
little short and steep. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled,
very good hind anuglation. Stands correct. Puppy looseness going away and coming.
Moves well holding a very good outline at all speeds with very good reach and hind drive.
KINBAR ELLEGANCE 11/7/2016 3100345374 Sire: Baggio Von Juvenisty Dam: Schaeferhund
Hanna Brd: STEVE KINSMAN Exh: Steve Kinsman 8 Months, upper medium size, medium
strong bitch of stretched proportions. Very good head and expression with excellent
pigmentation. Slightly flat wither, firm back and short slightly steep croup. Good fore and
very good hind angulation. Pasterns are a little steep. Ok going and coming. When settled
moves with sufficient hind drive and fore reach.
AIMSWAY LABOGENIE 7/8/2016 2100460268 Sire: Labo Vom Schollweiher Dam: Aimsway
Homespun Brd: J. & L.Martens Exh: John & Lee Martens 7 Months, Double P1 upper right,
medium size, medium strong, very feminine bitch with excellent pigmentation. Good head
and expression where the eyes cuold be a touch darker. Normal wither, firm back into a
steep croup. Good fore angulation and very good rear angulation. Not in the best coat
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condition. Ok away, slightly loose coming. Slightly narrow all through. Shows a nice
balanced light-footed gait with good drive and reach, holding a clean outline.
VONPETA FAZE IM GOIN THRU 28/6/2016 5100094630 Sire: *Alimanda Fire Walker AZ
Dam: *Vonpeta Ourbillidakid AZ Brd: EXH Exh: PN Damarell & JE Pike 8 Months, upper
medium size, medium strong bitch of good proportions. Good head and expression. Good
wither, correct firm back, croup is slightly steep. Good fore and very good hind angulation.
Stands correct. Not in best coat condition. Almost correct going, slightly loose coming. She
moves well with good reach and drive, occasionally falling on the forehand.
SEIGEN HAVANA MOON 30/7/2016 3100346811 Sire: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe) Dam:
*Seigen Jimmys Luna Brd: EXH Exh: D & CA Gallacher 7 Months, upper medium size, medium
strong and very feminine bitch. Stop could be slightly more defined and underjaw slightly
stronger. Eyes should be darker. Normal wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep
croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled, very good hind
angulation. Good proportions. Hocks slightly long and elbows need to firm coming. Not in
the best coat condition. Moves with a very light footed gait with good reach and drive,
could be more confident.
KATELLA CARINA 11/7/2016 3100344146 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam: *Iniff
Southern Lady Brd: EXH Exh: M. Dawood 8 Months, upper medium size medium strong bitch
of good proportions. Very good pigmentation, very good head and expression and lovely
dark eyes. Underjaw could be slightly stronger. In stance, shows a slightly too upright
impression. Normal wither, correct backline, croup is a little short and steep. Upper arm is
slightly steep. Very good hind angulation. Ok away, slightly narrow coming, should be more
confident. When settled shows a balanced gait with good reach and drive.
KARASTRO QWIK SMOKIN RUBY 5/8/2016 3100346195 Sire: *Vanharley Thundanlightng AZ
Dam: * Karastro Furious Flame AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs Denise Berghofer 7 Months, upper
medium size, medium strong bitch. Good head and expression where the eyes should be a
shade darker. Normal wither, good backline into a croup which is slightly short and steep.
Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be longer and bettled angled. Very good
hind angulation. Slightly close away, slightly loose coming. When settled shows very
balanced gait but has a tendency to drop a little on the forehand.
VANHARLEY ZOLLI 30/7/2016 3100344827 Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) a ED Normal
KKL1 Dam: *Vanharley Lady Le Leylah AZ Brd: EXH Exh: M/S DM COLSON 7 Months, medium
sized, medium strong bitch with very good pigmentation. Good head and esxpression with
nice dark eyes and good proportions. Normal wither, firm back, well placed croup. Good
fore and very good hind angulation. Not in absolute best coat condition. Stands correct.
Loose away, slightly loose coming. Slightly long tail with a slight hook. Moves ok but pulls a
little too hard which restricts the forereach.
BOZEEB WHISKY FIRE 3/8/2016 3100345194 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam: *Ch.
Bozeeb Ulta Fox Brd: EXH Exh: Mr. S. & Mrs. J. Jordan 7 Months, medium size medium
strong bitch with excellent pigmentation. Very good head and expression, neck is a little
short. Normal wither, good backline into a short steep croup. Good fore and very good hind
angulation. Slightly stretched proportions. Ok away, slightly loose coming. Not in best coat
condition. Moves well but the short neck is apparent and restricts the fore reach.
Puppy Bitch – Stock Coat
ASTASIA DARYA 16/5/2016 4100275762 Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg IPO2 (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Astasia Yoko Brd: EXH Exh: B & P Hersant 9 Months, absolute medium size, medium
strong bitch of excellent proportions. Very good head and expression, good dark eyes,
slightly large ears. Good reach of neck, correct wither and back and slightly short, slightly
steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled,
very good hind angulation. Good underline. Ok away and coming. When moving shows a
very good outline with very good drive and reach.
DELKIT LEGEND OF ZELDA 18/4/2016 3100341639 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon a ED Dam:
*Delkit One Of A Kind A Z Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs A Kerr 10 Months, upper medium size, medium
strong bitch of excellent pigmentation. Excellent head and expression with a dark mask and
dark eyes. Good wither, correct backline into a slightly steep croup. Upper arm could be a
little better angled, very good hind angulation. Good proportions, stands correct. Ok away,
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slightly loose coming. When settled moves with very good hind drive and fore reach. Super
outline.
AIMSWAY LOCKETT 22/5/2016 2100455883 Sire: Labo Vom Schollweiher Dam: Aimsway
Vegas Glimmer Brd: J. & L.Martens Exh: John & Lee Martens 9 Months, medium size,
medium strong bitch with excellent pigmentation and excellent proportions. Very good
head where the eyes could be a shade darker. Slightly large ears, very good strength of
underjaw. Very good length of neck, good wither, firm back into a croup which is slightly
steep. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled, very good hind
angulation. Slightly close away, slightly loose coming. Shows very good balance and correct
outline with the wither at the highest point with very good reach and drive.
UHLMSDORF TOUCH OF PINK 4/6/2016 9100010916 Sire: *Juwika Destroyer Dam:
*Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne Brd: EXH Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels 9 Months, medium size,
medium strong bitch with a good head and expression where the eye could be darker. Good
neck, normal wither into a firm back where the croup is short and steep. Good fore and very
good rear angulation. Slightly short underline. Stands correct. Absolutely ok away and
coming. When settled, moves with a light-footed gait, showing good drive where the front
reach could be freer.
GEWALT TENNESSEE GAMBLER (AI) 28/4/2016 5100093559 Sire: Va Xavi V Tronje a ED IPO2
(Imp Deu) Dam: *Ch Hinterhaus French Tennessee AZ ET Brd: EXH Exh: S Crozier 10 Months,
upper medium sized, medium strong bitch of correct proportions. Very good head and
expression with excellent pigmentation and dark mask where the eyes could be a shade
darker and underjaw could be slightly stronger. Normal wither, firm back with a slightly
short and slightly steep roup. Good fore angulation and very good rear angulation. Stands
correct. Absolutely correct going and coming. Could bea little more confident. Moves well
showing a good outline with sufficient hind drive and good fore reach.
TRAUMDORF GIMME AKISS 9/5/2016 3100341182 Sire: Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp
Deu) Dam: Verhexen Golden Nuget Brd: Mrs. B. Jacobs Exh: F. Grigons 10 Months, topsize,
medium strong bitch with excellent pigmentation and good proportions. Very good head
and expression, dark mask, where the eyes could be a shade darker. Very good lines,
normal wither, firm back into a steep croup which could be longer. Good fore angulation
where the upper arm should be better angled. Very good rear angulation. Slightly close
away, elbows slightly loose coming. Shows a slight peak in the back. Moves with very good
hind drive and fore reach very ocassionally dropping on the forehand.
RHOSYN TAYNTED AFFAIR 8/6/2016 5100094204 Sire: *Calle V Wesstervenn (Imp. Deu)
Dam: *Rhosyn Dangerous Affair Brd: EXH Exh: SJ & C Collins 9 Months, absolute medium
sized, medium strong female of good proportions. Good head where the underjaw could be
stronger. Good wither and good overline with a slightly steep croup. Very good fore and
rear angulation for her age. Moves slightly close away, with elbows slightly loose coming.
Could be more confident. Moves with good drive and reach but on occasion falls on the
forehand.
GEWALT TENNESSEE DREAM WEAVER 28/4/2016 5100093562 Sire: *Xavi V Tronje A Ed
Ip02 (Imp Deu) Dam: *Ch Hinterhaus French Tennesee AZ Brd: S Crozier Exh: Mr S Crozier
and Miss L Hume 10 Months, upper medium sized, medium strong bitch with excellent
pigmentation and very good proportions. Beautiful head and expression with a dark mask
where the eye could be a shade darker. Good reach of neck, normal wither, firm back and
well placed croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better
angled. Very good rear angulation. Ok going and coming. Tail is a little long and hitting the
hocks but still moves with good drive and reach.
INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 19/4/2016 3100340575 Sire: Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Deu)
Dam: Iniff Shes The One Brd: Iniff Kennels Exh: R. Vincent 10 Months, topsize, strong bitch
with excellent pigmentation. Very good head and expression with good strength of
underjaw. Good proportions. Slightly deep in underchest with too much tuck up. Normal
wither, good back where the croup is short and steep. Good fore and very rear angulation.
Stands aboslutely correct with clean lines. Ok going away, slightly loose coming. When
settled moves with good reach and drive but has a slight tendency to fall a little on the
forehand.
BODECKA HOW BAZZAR 21/7/2016 3100344528 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam:
Bodecka Zensation Brd: EXH Exh: Jenny Joseph 7 Months, aboslute medium size, medium
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strong bitch excellecnt pigmentaition. Good head and expression, eyes must be darker.
Neck a little short, good proportions. Normal wither and back, into a slightly steep croup.
Good fore angulation where the upper arm must be longer and better angled. Very good
hind angulation. Slightly close away with long hocks, slightly loose coming and very narrow
all through. Moves with ok balance and sufficient drive and reach.
TRAUMDORF GOGO GOLLY GOSH 9/5/2016 3100341181 Sire: Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen
(Imp Deu) Dam: Verhexen Golden Nugget Brd: Mrs. B. Jacobs Exh: Mrs. Ethel Thompson 10
Months, upper medium size, strong substantial female of an excellent brood type. Very
good head and expression with slightly wide ears which are not yet firm. Lovely clean lines
with good wither, back and croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be
better angled. Very good rear angulation. Excellent proportions. Very close away and
elbows need to firm coming. Shown in heavy condition. Moves with good drive and reach
but shows some rolling over the back and ears not firm.
Junior Bitch – Stock Coat
KINGLAND VENICE 9/11/2015 2100443770 Sire: Ury Vom Zisawinkel (Imp Deu) Dam:
*Kingland Nickita AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Lorraine King 16 Months, 60.5 topsize medium strong
female with good head and expression and lovely dark eyes. Very good overline, slightly
short croup, very good angulation of the fore and rear. Stands correct. Ok away, ok coming.
Moves with excellent hind thrust and fore reach showing excellent deportment with
absolute balance and harmony.
BLAKNGOLD BLUE BIRDS FLY AZ 3/11/2015 3100332171 Sire: *Calle Vom Westervenn (Imp
Deu) a ED Dam: *Schaeferhund Indiana AZ Brd: V Stocks Exh: Hayley Stocks 16 Months,
62cm very large, strong substantial paling black and gold female. Super brood type bitch
with very good head and expression, good reach of neck and super overline. Very good fore
and rear angulation and very good underline. Correct proportions, stands correct. Almost
ok away and coming. Moves exceptionally well with super reach and drive, holding an
excellent outline at all times.
ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL AZ 11/11/2015 3100331966 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Harlerose Angel AZ Brd: Mrs J M Urie Exh: Natassa Moissis 16 Months, 60.5cm,
topsize, medium strong bitch not shown in best coat condition. Good head and expression,
good reach of neck, correct firm overline with a short steep croup. Slightly stretched
proportions, very good underline. Upper arm could be better angled, very good hind
angulation. Stands ok with long hocks. Ok away and coming but slightly narrow all through.
Moves very well with aboslute balance, very good reach and drive, covers the ground very
well.
STOBAR CARLOTTE 27/2/2016 3100337499 Sire: * Juwika Destroyer Dam: *Vanland Ava
Brd: EXH Exh: H & C AUWEMA 12 Months, 61cm, topsize, medium strong bitch with
excellent pigmentation. Very good head and expression, a beautiful brood type bitch. In
stance looks a picture, with absolute clean lines, correct flowing top line from the tip of her
ears to the tail. Very good fore and rear agnuatlion, absolute correct proportions, good
underline. Ok away and back. Moves well with good hind drive where the fore reach could
be a touch freer, otherwise holds a very good outline.
VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/9/2015 3100329564 Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba AZ Dam: Stobar
Izobel Brd: Mr H & Mrs Van Beek Exh: Shirley Taylor 17 Months, 60cm, topsize medium
strong slightly stretched female. Good head and expression, silghtly upright disposition.
Short neck, normal wither, straight back and well placed slightly short croup. Slightly
forward placed shoulder where upper arm is slightly steep. Very good hind angulation.
Slightly close away, elbows could be firmer when coming. Moves with very good hind thrust
and reach holding super outline throughout.
ZANDRAC WISDOM 15/2/2016 31000341704 Sire: *Faust Vom Hulsbach (Deu) a ED Dam:
*Charlotte Von Tronje (Imp Deu) a ED Brd: Mr A & Mrs R Jones Exh: A & R Jones 12 Months,
60cm, topsize, medium strong bitch with a very good head and expression. Super
pigmentation, good muzzle and very good underjaw. Normal wither, firm back and slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Very good proportions
and good underline. Ok away and coming. When settled, moves very well showing good
reach and drive. When over-attracted has a tendency to pull too hard and rise in the back.
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SCHAEFERHUND QUINTA AZ 11/11/2015 3100331804 Sire: *Nino Von Tronje a ED Dam:
*Schaeferhund Zollie AZ Brd: EXH Exh: I. Bohdal 16 Months, 61.5cm, very large strong
substantial but still feminine female of excellent brood type. Super head and expression,
excelllent proportions, absolute clean lines and beautiful overline into a somewhat steep
croup. Very good fore and rear angulation. Good underline. Stands correct. Slightly close
away, slightly loose in the elbows coming. When settled, moves with very good reach and
drive, holding a super outline.
ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL AZ 11/11/2015 3100331968 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Harlerose Angel CCD Brd: Mrs J M Urie Exh: Mrs A & Mr J Barr 16 Months, 60cm
topsize medium strong, paling black and gold female. Very good strong head with dark eyes
and still feminine expression. Good topline into a short steep croup. Good fore and very
good rear angulation. OK proportions. Moves well with good hind thrust and balanced
reach with a good outline at all times.
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/2015 3100332530 Sire: *Calle V Wesstervenn (Imp. Deu) Dam:
Awatea Nightime Hussy Brd: EXH Exh: F. Grigons 15 Months, 62cm, very large, medium
strong bitch with good head and expression where the neck could be longer. Slightly flat
wither, slightly peaked backline and steep croup. The upper arm must be longer and better
angled, very good rear angulation. Short underline and slightly tucked. Slightly close away,
and ok coming. Moves with very good balance and harmony showing good hind drive and
fore reach, holding a good outline.
LEBERHINE CALLECO AZ 20/9/2015 5100089692 Sire: *Calle V Westervenn a ED Ipo2 Hneg
(Imp Deu) Dam: *Leberhine Maggie AZ Brd: R & Mrs D Evans/H Garvican Exh: W, Mrs J & A
O'Loughlin/R & Mrs D Evans/H Garvican 17 Months, Double P1 upper left, 62cm, very large
medium strong female with good head and expression. Normal wither, firm back, short
steep croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Short underchest and slightly
tucked in the underline. Pasterns are slightly steep. Upper arm could be better angled. Ok
away, ok coming. Moves with good drive and reach but rises slightly in the back when
moving.
TONAKER HAYLEY AZ 23/10/2015 5100090689 Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ Dam:
*Tonaker Kuddles AZ Brd: T Schoemaker Exh: Miss L Hume and Mr T H Schoemaker 16
Months, 58cm absolute medium sized medium strong female with very good head and
expression where the eyes could be a shade darker. Good clean lines, super overline with
very good fore and rear angulation without exaggeration. Stands correct. Excellent
proportions. Ok away, ok coming. Moves very well with balance and harmony, but runs a
little on her hocks.
KAPERVILLE GOSSIP GIRL AZ 5/11/2015 6100095684 Sire: *Giotto Di Fossombrone (Imp Ita)
Dam: *Hinterhaus Galadriel AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Animal Kapers Boarding Kennels, 1 year 4
months, 62cm, very large strong substantial paling black and gold female. Very good head
and expression, strong but feminine. Good wither, overline and croup. Very good
angulation of the fore and rear. Good proprotions. Ok away, elbows need to firm coming.
Runs a little bit flat with sufficient hind drive where she has a tendency to fall on the
forehand.
FREMONT LOVE STORY 9/2/2016 2100450807 Sire: Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) Dam: Java Von
Santamar (Imp Bel) Brd: MR.S & MISS J LYNCH Exh: MR. IVAN ASHKENAZI 13 Months, 60cm,
topsize, medium strong bitch with good head and expression. Good reach of neck, high
wither, firm back with a short steep croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation.
Stands somewhat narrow. Not presented in best coat condition. Very close away, hocks
must be firmer. Elbows very close coming and must be firmer. Moves ok, has a tendency to
pull a little too hard and fall slightly on the forehand.
CONKASHA SHADOW DIVA 24/1/2016 2100444177 Sire: Vablo Vom Osterbergerland (Imp
Gmy) AZ Dam: Conkasha Wild Dancer AZ Brd: T. Devine Exh: V. J. Bland 13 Months, 61cm,
large strong substantial bitch of good brood type. Good head and expression. Normal
wither, firm back, good croup. Very good fore and rear angulation. Upper arm could be
slightly better angled. Slightly stretched proportions. Ok away and back. Moves with good
drive, forereach could be freer, tendency to fall on the forehand a little.
SABARANBURG QUINTESSENCE AZ 21/12/2015 6100096733 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Sabaranburg Liquid Ice AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mr B & Mrs L Lubbock 14 Months,
63cm, Judge excused dog from ring.
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*BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN AZ 22/7/2015 3100327589 Sire: *Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ Dam:
*Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom CD ET AZ Brd: EXH Exh: BRONACRE KENNELS 1 Year 7
Months, 59cm, upper medium size, medium strong female of super coat and condition.
Beautiful head and expression with lovely dark eyes, stands absolutely correct in front. Very
clean lines, good wither, back and croup. Very good fore and hind angulation, slightly
stretched proportions, very good underline. Slightly close behind and ok coming. Moves
very well with very good hind drive, very good fore reach holding a super overline, balanced
and harmonious.
AIMSWAY BROOKLYN 30/5/2014 2100407726 Sire: Ury Vom Zisawinkel Dam: Aimsway Via
Vegas Brd: J. & L.Martens Exh: John & Lee Martens 2 Years 9 Months, 60.5cm, topsize,
medium strong substantial bitch with very good head and expression and lovely dark eyes.
Good neck, wither, back and croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be
slightly longer, very good hind angulation, excellent proportions and underline. Stands
absolutely correct. Ok away and coming. Moves with balanced harmonious gait, very good
reach and drive showing super outline at all speeds covering the ground very well.
*KINBAR LITTLEFOOT 9/8/2014 3100309923 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Dam:
Schaeferhund Indiana Brd: STEVE KINSMAN Exh: Steve Kinsman 2 Years 7 Months, 61cm,
very large strong and robust female, excellent pigmentation, very good head and expression
with lovely dark mask and eyes. Normal wither, back and short steep croup. Good
proportions, good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled and very
good hind angulation. Stands correct with slightly long toes. Slightly close away and slightly
“toes-in” coming. Moves with excellent hind drive and fore reach showing a super outline.
LAWINE TAKIRA AZ 12/8/2015 2100434022 Sire: *Toby Von Der Plassenburg Dam: *Lawine
Zasjeminca Brd: EXH Exh: PR & DJ Smith 1 Year 6 Months, Double P1 lwr left, 60cm, topsize,
strong substantial female with very good head and expression and dark eyes. Stands
correct. Normal wither, good backline with a slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore
angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better angled, very good hind angulation.
Good proportions. Slightly close away, elbows could be a touch firmer coming. Moves very
well with very good hind thrust and balanced forward reach. Very harmonious.
KAPERVILLE WHITE DIAMOND AZ 11/4/2015 5100037990 Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ
Dam: *Hinterhaus Persephone AZ Brd: Animal Kapers Boarding Kennels Pty Ltd Exh: Mr S
Crozier and Miss L Hume 1 Year 11 Months, Double upper P1 left and right, 60cm, topsize,
strong substantial bitch of correct proprtions. Very good head and expression, super dark
eyes. Excellent pigmentation, very good reach of neck into a super clean correct overline.
Very good fore and rear angulation and very good underline. Ok away, elbows need to firm
coming. Moves with very good deportment, showing good reach and drive and balance at
all speeds.
SWARTZLIC FIZZ GIDGET 19/4/2015 3100322140 Sire: Schaeferhund Rafael Dam: Hausosin
Fancy This Brd: Hargreaves Exh: Pereira/Pritchard 1 Year 10 Months, 60cm, topsize strong
substantial female of very good brood type. Very good head and expression with a good
dark eye. Stands absolutely correct in front. Very clean lines, super overline and wellplaced croup of good length. Very good angulation of fore and hind quarter. Correct
proportions. Absolutely correct away, could be slightly tighter in the elbows coming. Moves
well with a light-footed gait, good hind thrust where the fore reach could be freer.
FREINHAUF ELLE MCPHERSON AZ 18/7/2015 6100093856 Sire: *Toby Vd Plassenburg (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ity) Brd: Mr KR Mrs RT & Mr CA Knuckey Exh: B Pereira,
R Pritchard, K & R Knuckey 1 Year 7 Months, 62cm, very large medium strong bitch of
excellent pigmentation. Very good head and expression, tip of left ear missing. Good wither
and back line into a short steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be
better angled, very good hind angulation. Very slightly short underchest. Very close going
and elbows could be firmer coming. Moves with very good hind thrust and fore reach
showing an excellent overline and super deportment at all times.
*ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER AZ 22/3/2015 3100322815 Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der Plassenburg
IPO2 (Imp Deu) Dam: *Zandrac Its A Love Thing Brd: Mr A & Mrs R Jones Exh: A & R Jones 1
Year 11 Months, 60cm, topsize, strong substantial robust female in super condition.
Excellent pigmentation very good head and expression with lovely dark eyes and slightly
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long ears. Good neck and wither, correct back but steep croup. Slightly deep in chest. Good
angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hind angulation. Stands
correct. Ok away and coming. Moves with balance and drive where the reach could be a
touch freer.
VANHARLEY TAKE BY STORM 22/7/2015 3100327133 Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) a ED
Normal KKL1 Dam: *Vanharley Hail N Thunda AZ Brd: EXH Exh: M/S DM COLSON 1 Year 7
Months, 59cm, upper medium size, medium strong female with excellent pigmentation.
Beautiful head and expression with lovely dark mask and eyes, well-placed firm ears. Super
overline with a good wither and back into a well-placed croup of good length. Very good
proportions and fore and hind angulation. Stands absolutely correct. Slightly close away,
and elbows could be firmer coming. Tail is slightly long. Moves with very good drive and
purpose. Fore reach could be a touch freer.
GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL AZ 11/6/2015 3100325281 Sire: *Vanharley Castro Dam:
"Glenraco Upsadaisy Brd: EXH Exh: Gayle Johnston 1 Year 9 Months, 61cm, upper medium
size, medium strong paling black and gold bitch of good strong head and still feminine
expression with lovely dark eyes. Female with very clean overline who could be a little more
confident. Croup is slightly steep, very good fore and rear anglulation, and very good
underline. Somewhat close coming and going. Moves with very good drive where the fore
reach could be somewhat freer but holds a good overline.
STOBAR YANKE 28/5/2015 3100324083 Sire: Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ Dam: Vanland Ava Brd:
Stobar Kennels Exh: Mellisa Siktars 1 Year 9 Months, 59.5 upper medium size, medium
strong bitch with good head and expression. Good reach of neck into a normal wither, firm
back and croup which is slightly short and steep. Good fore angulation where the upper arm
could be better angled. Good length of underline and very good hind angulation. Correct
proportions. Slightly close away and coming. Moves with adequate hind thrust where the
fore reach could be a touch freer, however she is at all times balanced.
SEIGEN HONEY BOO BOO (AI) AZ 4/9/2014 6100090050 Sire: Ch Siobahn Apollo Dam:
*Seigen Wei Weis Leni Brd: EXH Exh: D & CA Gallacher 2 Years 6 Months, double upper right
P1, 59cm, upper medium size, medium strong bitch of correct proportions. Not in best coat
condition. Lovely head and expression with dark mask and very slightly round eyes. Good
neck, wither and back into a steep croup. Upper arm could be better angled, very good hind
angulation. Stands correct. Correct away and coming. Moves with good reach and drive
showing good outline although the tail set is slightly high which detracts.
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/4/2015 3100321814 Sire: *Vonpeta Ugottabekidding Az
Dam: *Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ Brd: EXH Exh: LEGIONAIRE KENNELS 1 Year 10
Months, 60cm, topsize, strong substantial bitch in super coat and condition. Very good head
where the eye colour could be a shade darker. Good wither, correct back into a slightly
steep croup. Very good proportions, with good forehand where the upper arm could be
better angled and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct. Silghtly close away,
elbows could be firmer coming. Moves with very good drive where the fore reach could be
freer and a slight tendency to raise in the back.
SIEGERHEIMS SENTA AZ 3/3/2015 5100086890 Sire: *Ch Babemberg Jaci AZ Dam: *Ambala
Brandie AZ Brd: EXH Exh: P&K Flynn 2 Years, 62cm, very large, strong substantial female,
with a good head and expression. Right ear leans in slightly. Good wither and overline into
a short steep croup. Very good angulation of fore and rear with very good underline. Ok
away, slightly narrow coming. Moves very well with very good reach and drive showing
good outline.
VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER AZ 19/7/2015 5100088769 Sire: *Toby Von Der Plassenburg a
ED Dam: *Natchez Evas Revenge AZ Brd: EXH Exh: PN Damarell & JE Pike 1 Year 7 Months,
62cm, very large sable female of compact proportions. Very good strong head and
expression but still feminine. Eyes could be a shade darker, ears slightly long. Normal
wither, firm back and slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could
be a little longer and better angled, very good hind angulation. Wouldn’t want her any
deeper. Close away and elbows need to tighten coming. Runs very well with good hind
thrust, balanced reach but limitations caused by the croup are evident.
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE AZ 27/8/2015 3100329061 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp
Deu) Dam: Schaefferhund Banja Brd: EXH Exh: MRS JEN EATON 1 Year 6 Months, Double P1
lwr right and left, 61cm, large, medium strong very well pigmented female of compact
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proportions. Very good head and expression with very dark eyes. Turns right foot out
slightly in stance. Normal wither into a short firm back and short steep croup. Good fore
angulation, very good hind angulation. OK away and OK coming. Moves ok with sufficient
hind drive and fore reach. Rather long tail which hooks slightly.
KATELLA LATTOYA 18/8/2015 3100328094 Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba AZ Dam: *Iniff Southern
Lady Brd: EXH Exh: M. Dawood 1 Year 6 Months, Double P1 lwr right, 60cm, topsize,
medium strong bitch of excellent pigmentation. Very good head and expression with lovely
dark eyes and very slightly wide-set ears. Normal wither, good back and a slightly short
steep croup. Wouldn’t want her any deeper at this age. Good fore angulation where the
upper arm could be better angled, very good hind angulation. Slightly close away, elbows
could be firmer coming. Moves well with good thrust and balance where the fore reach
could be freer.
KILLARA STASIA 23/8/2015 3100328472 Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba AZ Dam: * Dual Ch (T) Neut
Ch Ts Gr Ch Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RAE Brd: EXH Exh: Peter & Dawn Howard 1 Year 6
Months, 60cm, topsize medium strong bitch with good head and expression where the eyes
could be a shade darker. The neck is slightly short, with normal wither, correct backline into
a slightly short croup. Good fore angulation , very good hind angulation. Wouldn’t want her
any deeper. Slightly close going and coming. Moves with sufficient drive and reach
*CH DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH AZ 31/3/2015 3100322316 Sire: Zandrac The Hard
Way AZ Dam: Dienamic Flamingphoenix AZ Brd: Ms S Diegan Exh: Mrs R Snijders 1 Year 11
Months, 61.5cm, large medium strong athletic female not in best coat condition. Strong
head with dark mask, dark eyes and still feminine expression. Normal wither, good backline
and a short steep croup. Upper arm should be better angled, very good hind anguatlion.
Stands correct. Good proportions. OK away, slightly loose in the elbows coming. When she
moves has a tendency to pull a little hard where she falls a little on the forehand, raising on
the back. Good hind drive where the fore reach should be a little freer.
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL AZ 10/6/2014 2100409070 Sire: Ch.Arkon Vom Altenberger
Land (Imp. Deu) Dam: Ch. Freevale Crazy In Pink Brd: Freevale Kennels Exh: Irina Borodinova
2 Years 9 Months, 61cm, Tooth Certificate #164, missing P1 lower right, large, paling black
and gold strong bitch. Good head and expression, good dark eyes and slightly long ears.
Normal wither, correct back line and well placed croup. Uper arm could be better angled,
very good hind angulation. Slightly stretched proportions. Slightly wide away, elbows could
be tighter coming. When settled moves ok, showing sufficient reach and drive.
Open Bitch – Stock Coat
*ZICKE VON FEUERMELDER (IMP DEU) 'A' ED GMY 30/8/2011 SZ2274382 Sire: *Ritchi Vom
Eichenplatz a ED (Gmy) Dam: *Amanda Am Seeteich a ED (Gmy) Brd: K Gumbel Exh: J Haase
& J Oar 5 Years 6 Months, 60.5cm, topsize, strong robust female presented not in absolute
top coat condition. Exceptionally good head with correct planes of the skull. Excellent dark
mask and eyes with slightly long ears. Excellent length of neck into a correct well-defined
wither, correct back and croup of good length and lay. Excellent fore and rear angulation.
Stands correct with slightly long toes. Excellent proportions and underline. Almost correct
going away and ok coming. Moves with exceptionally long stride, excellent hind thrust
showing a powerful dynamic movement and excellent fore-reach. An outstanding female
who impressed immediately she entered the ring, catching my eye. A female worthy of top
honours anywhere in the world.
*ANDACHT GYPSY MOTH AZ 20/10/2014 2100417133 Sire: *Ury Vom Zisawinkel Dam:
*Andacht Piccadilly Lilly Brd: LA Reilly Exh: PR & DJ Smith 2 Years 4 Months, 58cm, absolute
correct medium size, medium strong bitch with very good head and expression where the
eyes could be a shade darker. Good reach of neck, lovely clean correct overline where the
croup is a little steep. Very good proportions and angulation of the fore and rear. The
upper arm could be a little better angled. Stands correct. OK away and coming. Moves
with a very powerful side gait showing excellent reach and drive with a perfect outline at all
speeds. Very balanced and harmonious female who maintained this throughout the class.
*CHARLOTTE VON TRONJE A ED (IMP DEU) 8/1/2013 SZ2289191 Sire: *Schumann Von
Tronje a ED (Deu) Dam: Alpha V.Haus Unid a ED (Deu) Brd: Mr N Messler Exh: A & R Jones 4
Years 2 Months, 60cm, topsize, medium strong excellent female with super head and
expression where the ears are slightly long. Very good reach of neck, good wither and back
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line and a slightly steep croup. Very good fore and rear angulation. Excellent proportions
and very good underline. Correct away, where elbows could be firmer coming. Moves with
a very good side gait, maintaining her deportment at all times, very good hind thrust where
the fore reach could be a touch freer. Displays a super outline.
*CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 11/1/2010 3100233082 Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
Dam: *Blakngold Honey Jumble AZ Brd: EXH Exh: P & N McDermott 7 Years 2 Months,
57.5cm, absolute medium size, medium strong beautiful bitch. Very good head and
expression with dark eyes. Good neck, excellent wither, super overline but slightly steep
croup. Very good angulation in the fore and hind quarter. Excellent proportions, very good
underline. Super condition for age. Ok away and coming. Moves with very good hind drive
and fore reach showing excellent outline at all speeds.
*SCHAEFERHUND XEENA AZ 2/8/2012 3100276041 Sire: *Toby Von Der Plassenburg a ED
Dam: *Ryzack Alexa AZ Brd: EXH Exh: I.Bohdal 4 Years 7 Months, 62cm, very large, strong
substantial female of excellent brood type. Very good head and expression with good dark
eyes. Stands correct with slightly long toes. Classic clean lines with excellent over and
underline. Very mature and well-developed female, wouldn’t want her any deeper. Very
good angulation in the fore and rear quarters. Slightly close away, slightly narrow coming.
Moves with very good purpose where she has very good drive but slightly lifts the front legs
a little bit high.
*ASTASIA TIKI 18/1/2011 4100196586 Sire: *Zony v. Haus Gerstenberg (Imp Deu) Dam:
*Astasia Holly Brd: EXH Exh: B & P Hersant 6 Years 1 Month, 61cm, large, paling black and
gold bitch with very good head and good dark eye. Very well developed underchest. Very
slightly short in the neck, good wither, good back into a well-positioned croup. Good fore
angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind angulation and
very good proportions. Stands correct. Absolutely correct away, elbows could be slightly
firmer coming. Moves exceptionally well with very good drive and fore reach. Displays
excellent harmonious and balanced ground-covering gait.
*HARLEROSE ANGEL AZ 28/8/2013 3100294285 Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba AZ Dam: *Bronacre
Indian Sunset Brd: M. & S. Stedwell Exh: Mrs J.M. URIE 3 Years 6 Months, Double P1 upper
left, 60cm, topsize medium strong bitch with excellent head and expression and good dark
eyes. Stands almost correct in front. Normal wither, good back line and slightly steep
croup. Very good angulation fore and rear but wouldn’t want her any deeper. Pasterns
could be firmer. Good proportions. OK away and coming. Moves with an excellent side gait
showing very good reach and balanced hind drive with excellent overline.
*LEBERHINE BABE AZ 19/3/2013 5100074652 Sire: *Focus Vd Piste Trophe a ED (Imp Gmy)
Dam: *Bruangie Octavia AZ Brd: EXH Exh: R & D Evans/H Garvican 3 Years 11 Months, 61cm,
very large medium strong female with a very good head and expression with lovely dark
eyes. Good reach of neck, well-defined wither into a correct straight back and well-placed
croup. Very good fore and hind angulation and good underline. Very good proportions.
Stands correct. OK away, elbows could be tighter coming. Moves with very good side gait,
showing good hind drive and fore reach however on occasion drops a little on the forehand
which spoils an otherwise excellent picture.
SEIGEN HOT STUFF EX 15/9/2012 6100079264 Sire: Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka (Imp
Nor) Dam: Seigen Opal Fire Brd: EXH Exh: D & CA Gallacher 4 Years 5 Months, 60.5cm,
topsize, medium strong female with excellent pigmentation. Shown in super coat and
condition. Very good head where the ears are very slightly wide-set. Good reach of neck
and super overline, where the croup is slightly short. Very good angulation in the fore and
rear quarter, very good underline. Pasterns are somewhat steep. Slightly close going and
elbows could be firmer coming. Moves very well with a dynamic gait with good hind thrust
where the reach could be a touch freer.
*JAYSHELL JOKER AZ 11/9/2014 3100311556 Sire: Enosch Di Casa Nobili (Imp Ita) a ED Dam:
*Jayshell Petra AZ Brd: Mrs N McDermott Exh: Mrs G Peacock and Mrs S Bick 2 Years 6
Months, 61cm, large, medium strong female with good head and expression where the eyes
could be a shade darker. Normal wither, correct straight back and croup which is slightly
steep. Very good fore and hind angulation. Pasterns are slightly steep. Good underline. OK
away and OK coming. Moves with very good balance, drive and fore reach which could be a
little freer however shows a good harmonious gait.
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*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/1/2014 3100300499 Sire: Hayo Aus
Agrigento Imp (Deu) Dam: Willmaurs East End Effie Brd: W & M GOODWIN Exh: Steve &
Judy Wade 3 Years 1 Month, 60.5cm, topsize, medium strong bitch with good head and
expression. Good neck into a good topline where the croup is short and steep. Good
angulation fore and rear. Slightly short underchest. Excellent pigmentation. Ok away,
slightly narrow coming. Moves with very good balance and harmony, shows effective hind
drive, balanced fore reach and a good outline.
*CH VONPETA XMISSUSTOO AZ 12/4/2014 5100081578 Sire: *Esko As Dem Zygadto A Ed
(Imp Deu) Dam: *Vonpeta Ourbillidakid AZ Brd: EXH Exh: PN Damarell & JE Pike 2 Years 10
Months, 59cm, upper medium size, strong and substantial paling black and gold female.
Strong head bordering on being too strong. Good neck into a good wither and back line
where the croup is slightly short. Very good angulations of the fore and rear. Slightly deep
in proportions. Slightly close away and elbows could be firmer coming. Moves with very
good drive and reach maintaining her overline at all speeds.
*UHLMSDORF PINK CHAMPAGNE 23/2/2014 9100009983 Sire: *Odin Delle Terra Matildiche
(Ity) Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac Brd: Fairbairn & Meffert Exh: J. Kenny 3 Years, 60cm,
topsize, medium strong bitch shown not in best coat condition. Good head and good
expression where the eyes could be a shade darker. Very good pigmentation. Good reach
of neck into a good clean overline where the croup is short and steep. Good fore and very
good hind angulation with a correct underline. Pasterns are slightly steep. OK away, elbows
could be firmer coming. Moves with adequate hind drive and good fore reach, holding a
good outline where the croup shows some limitations.
BONEY MVOM BAD WALDLE GER BH AD IPO2 (IMP DEU) 4/1/2014 SZ2301820 Sire: Landos
Vom Quartier Latin (Schh2) Dam: Ossy Vom Haus Zieglmayer Brd: R Rieker Exh: Mr B & Mrs L
Lubbock & Mr K & Mrs R Knuckey 3 Years 2 Months, 62cm, very large, excellent brood type
female with excellent head and expression. Strong but still feminine. In stance shows an
excellent picture with clean lines, balanced angulation, super over and underline. Stands
correct but pasterns must be firmer. Slightly close away and slightly loose coming. Very
good female showing good reach and drive and a good outline at all speeds.
*CH VOLSCAIN AKIRA CDX HIT 1/7/2012 3100275847 Sire: Ch Schneeberg Fire Storm ET
Dam: Molle Von Der Werther-Muhle (Imp Deu) Brd: Volscain kennels Exh: Carolyn Anderson
4 Years 8 Months, 61cm, large, medium strong female with a very good head and
expression. Stands correct in front. Normal wither, good back line into a slightly short and
steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled, slightly
short underchest. Very good hind angulation. Ok away and slightly narrow coming. Moves
with good drive where the fore reach could be a little freer, slight tendency to fall a little bit
on the forehand but still shows a balanced gait.
*SIEGERHEIMS RIHANNA AZ 26/8/2014 51000083393 Sire: *Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Gmy)
Dam: *Babenberg Jaci AZ Brd: EXH Exh: P&K Flynn 2 Years 6 Months, 61cm, large, medium
strong bitch with excellent pigmentation and excellent proportions. Very good head and
expression with well-placed but long ears. Good reach of neck into a normal wither, good
back and well positioned croup which could be longer. Good fore angulation where the
upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation and correct
underline. OK away and coming. Moves well with good hind drive where the fore reach
could be a touch freer. Good outline.
RHOSYN LIGHTENING STORM 20/10/2014 5100084037 Sire: *Artus Vom Schloss Am
Worthersee Dam: Rhosyn Adelle Brd: EXH Exh: S & C COLLINS 2 Years 4 Months, Double P1
upper left and right, 61cm, very large, paling black and gold bitch with good head and
expression where the forehead could be darker. Normal wither, good back line into a
slightly steep croup. Very good angulation of the fore and rear. Very good proportions and
underline. Slightly long hocks which must be furner. OK coming. Moves with a balanced
side gait where the fore reach could be freer.
*CH. EMJESTA PRETTY PROWLER AZ 24/10/2014 2100417595 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche
IPO1 (Imp Gmy) Dam: Ch. Avahlee Pretty Girl On The Prowl Brd: John MacGowan Exh: Mr P
& Mrs J Gillies 2 Years 4 Months, 61cm, very large bitch who should be more confident.
Good head and expression with lovely dark eyes. Neck could be longer. Normal wither,
straight back and slightly short steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm
should be longer and better angled, very good hind angulation. Absolutely sound away,
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elbows should be firmer coming. Moves ok with very good drive and balanced fore reach
however the short neck length shows limitation in an otherwise good outline.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ RA ET 15/7/2010 3100241339 Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ
ET Dam: *Schaeferhund Celina AZ Brd: Mrs I Bohdal Exh: Ms H Walter & Mr J Schulz 6 Years
7 Months, 59.5cm, upper medium size strong substantial female. Very good head and
expression, with good dark eyes. Lovely clean lines throughout with excellent underline.
Excellent proportions. Very good fore and rear angulation. Stands slightly narrow in front.
Ok away and coming. Moves with very good drive where she needs a touch more forward
reach and occassionally drops in the wither. Withdrawn with Judges’ permission.
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SC Challenge Bitch – 503 - *ZICKE VON FEUERMELDER (IMP DEU) 'A' ED GMY
SC Reserve Challenge Bitch – 494 *BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN AZ
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JAYSHELL PIRATE 26/10/2016 3100348671 Sire: Ch Labo Vom Schollweiher (Imp Deu)
Dam: Jayshell Kenzie Brd: Mr N McDermott Exh: David & Lorelle Organ
4 Months
EROICA GOLIATH 12/10/2016 5100096079 Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ Dam:
*Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Eroica Knls
4 Months
DELLARESS DEADLY NIGHTSHADE 6/10/2016 3100348712 Sire: Toby Vd Plassenburg (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Dellaress Kalani AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs. Jean COLENSO
5 Months
ASKUWHETEAU ABSOLUTE TROUBLE 30/9/2016 4100279631 Sire: *Ch. Simonelli Chevy
Boy AZ Dam: *Ch. Jaykri Pearl AZ Brd: Mr P & Mrs J Gillies Exh: Mr P & Mrs J Gillies
5 Months
Minor Puppy Dog – Long Stock Coat
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EROICA FOLLOW ME 2/8/2016 5100095618 Sire: *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ Dam:
*Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ Brd: Eroica knls Exh: C Leonard & T Wood
7 Months. Upper medium size but strong substantial male. Excellent pigmentation.
Correct proportions. Beautiful head with very good expression. Masculine with dark eyes
and strong muzzle. Very clean overline. Very good angulations fore and rear with very
good underline. Stands OK. Almost OK away. OK coming. Moves with a very powerful
groundcovering side gait for such a youngster showing very good balance holding his
outline at all speeds.
BOZEEB WHITE LIGHTNING 3/8/2016 3100345197 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon Dam: Ch
Bozeeb Ultrafox Brd: Mr S & Mrs J Jordan Exh: Mrs Jen Eaton
7 Months. Upper medium size medium strong male. Excellent pigmentation. Good head
and expression where the eye should be darker. Slightly short neck. Normal wither, firm
back into a steep croup. Good fore angulation, very good rear angulation. Stands ok.
Slightly compact proportions. Steps slightly close away and coming. Moves with a balanced
side gait showing good reach and drive. Tail is somewhat long.
Puppy Dog – Long Stock Coat
KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 15/4/2016 3100341091 Sire: Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) Dam: Sadria
Tillys Pepper Brd: Mr J Carter Exh: Mrs H Kelly
10 Months. Upper medium size, medium strong, very good pigmentation. Strong
masculine head and expression with good dark eyes and strong muzzle. Slightly compact
proportions. Good clean overline into a short but well placed crouop. Very good
angulatuions in the fore and hind quarters. Stands almost correct in front. He is OK going
with some puppy looseness coming. He moves well holding a vg outline with good hind
drive and balanced fore reach.
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Junior Dog – Long Stock Coat
STOBAR BO JANGO 11/12/2015 3100333489 Sire: *Veneze Lutz (Imp UK) Dam: *Stobar
Rosetta Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: H. Askew
15 Months. 66.5cm. Very large strong substantial male. Very good proportions. Very good
head and expression, very masculine with dark eyes, good dark mask and strong muzzle.
Good clean overline into a well placed croup. Very good angulations of the fore and rear
quarters. Very good underline. OK away, elbows could be slightly firmer coming. Moves
with a balanced light footed side gait with good hind drive where the fore reach could be
slightly more free.
Intermediate Dog – Long Stock Coat

Open Dog – Long Stock Coat
*CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ 11/9/2013 5100077759 Sire: *Astasia Paca AZ
Dam: *Ch Narathor Jazz Diva AZ Brd: Eroica Knls Exh: K Leonard
3 Years 6 Months. Top size, strong, substantial, very masculine male with excellent
pigmentation. Excellent head and beautiful expression. Masculine with beautiful dark
mask, dark eyes and good muzzle. Correct reach of neck into a well defined wither.
Correct firm back and croup of good length but slightly steep. Very good fore and rear
angulation. Excellent proportions. Stands almost correct in front. Slightly close away,
elbows could be firmer coming. Moves with a very harmonious and balanced side gait
showing powerful hind thrust and free fore reach covering the ground effortlessly. A male
who owned the ring from the moment he entered.
*CH JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/7/2013 3100292457 Sire: Ch Ustinov Vom Romerland
Dam: Ch Jayshell Winona Brd: Mrs N McDermott Exh: David & Lorelle Organ
3 Years 7 Months. 65cm. Top size, strong. Good proportions. Good head where the eye
could be a shade darker and the under jaw slightly stronger. High wither, firm back, long
steep croup. Very good fore angulation, very good rear angulation. The slightly high tail set
detracts from the otherwise clean outline. Stands ok. Slightly close away. Elbows could be
slightly firmer coming. He moves with a very powerful side gait holding a clearn outline
showing good balance and good forereach.
CH GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE AZ BSCII (AI) 26/2/2014 5100080730 Sire: Ray Vom
Fichtenschlag Sch3 Dam: Grundelhardt Tainted Love HT Brd: Peter & Jenny Cocks Exh: Sue
And Rod Murphy
3 Years. Very large, strong substantial male. Excellent pigmentation. Very good
proportions. Strong masculine head with good expression. Normal wither, firm back into a
good croup. Very good angulations fore and rear. Stands almost correct in front. Slightly
close away, elbows could be firmer coming. He moves, when settled, with a good hind
drive where I would like the fore reach to be a touch freer.
LSC CHALLENGE DOG
540. *CH EROICA CATCH ME IF YOU CAN AZ
LSC RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
539. *CH JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ

Baby Puppy Dog – Stock Coat
SWARTZLIC RIO JACKSON 3/10/2016 3100347774 Sire: *Vadim Von Aurelius Dam:
Bernloch Blame It On Rio Brd: EXH Exh: Sharon Hargreaves
5 Months
JAYSHELL PAJERO 26/10/2016 3100348665 Sire: *Ch Labo Vom Schollweiher a ED Dam:
*Jayshell Kenzie AZ Brd: EXH Exh: P & N McDermott
4 Months
LASHADAS ZZ TOP (AI) 11/11/2016 6100102476 Sire: *Xavi von Tronje IPO2 Dam:
*Lashadas Onyx Brd: R & S Hosking Exh: C. E. Begbie
4 Months
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STOLZERHUND MASTER CLASS 4/11/2016 5100096623 Sire: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko AZ
Dam: *Leppsdorf Tilly AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs Louise Quinn
4 Months
Minor Puppy Dog – Stock Coat
FREINHAUF HASTA LAVISTA BABY 20/8/2016 6100101578 Sire: Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp
Deu) Dam: Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita) Brd: Mr KR Mrs RT & Mr CA Knuckey Exh: Miss VE
McGinty
6 Months. Absolute correct size and strength for age with ideal developmnent. Very good
head and expression. Beautiful dark mask and eyes. Correct length of neck into a good
wither, straight back and well placed but slightly short croup. Very good angulations fore
and rear. Correct proportions. Displays a super picture in stance for his age. OK away, and
coming for age. Moves with a very balanced harmonious side gait for a baby, displaying
super outline and correct sequence of steps covering the ground very well for one so
young.
KINGLAND YESKO 10/9/2016 2100465016 Sire: Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Deu) Dam:
*Kingland Lolita AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Lorraine King
6 Months Absolute correct size and strength for age. Correct proportions albeit looking
somewhat raw. Good head and expression with dark eyes, good reach of neck. Beautiful
clean overline into a short but well placed croup. Very good angulations in the fore and
rear quarters. Stands absolutely correct in front. A real raw baby, however anatomically is
very good, he just needs some time to develop. Some puppy looseness coming and going.
When settled he moves with a balanced side gait showing a ground covering expansive
movement .
AIMSWAY USHER 30/7/2016 2000663780 Sire: Labo Vom Schollweiher Dam: Aimsway
Brooklyn Brd: EXH Exh: John & Lee Martens
7 Months. Absolute medium size medium strong. Excellent pigmentation. Compact
proportions. Very good head and expression with super dark mask. He has very clean lines
with very good overline into a steep croup. Very good angulation in fore and rear quarters.
Stands correct. Puppy looseness going away and coming. Moves with very good hind drive
showing a very harmonious gait when settled, however steepness of the croup show
apparent limitations when moving.
SEIGEN INDIAN MOON 30/7/2016 3100346809 Sire: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe) Dam:
*Seigen Jimmys Luna Brd: EXH Exh: D & CA Gallacher
7 Months. Upper medium size, medium strong, slightly compact proportions. Good head
where the muzzle could be slightly stronger and the stop slightly more defined. Good
wither into a clean overline and a short steep croup. Very good angulations of the
forequarter for his age and very good in the rear. Stands correct with long toes. Slightly
short underline. OK away although hocks are long and shows some puppy looseness
coming. When settled he moves with a balanced side gait, is very much a baby and needs
to be a little more co-ordinated.
MANPRINCE GROOVY NEO 6/7/2016 3100343981 Sire: Vadim Von Arelius Dam: Kardin
Burgandy Rose Brd: Manprince Kennels Exh: Peter and Susan Bain
8 Months Upper medium size, medium strong masculine male. Very good head and
expression with good dark eyes and mask. Slightly compact proportions. Normal wither,
firm back and short steep croup Good fore angulations where the the upper arm could be
more angled. Good hind angulations. Good underline. Stands correct. OK away for age,
slight puppy looseness in elbows. Moves with a balanced side gait showing good reach and
drive. Needs to settle and learn his job in the ring.
Puppy Dog – Stock Coat
UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK 4/6/2016 9100010914 Sire: *Juwika Destroyer Dam: *Uhlmsdorf
Pink Champagne Brd: EXH Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
9 Months. Absolute correct size and strength for age. Good head and expression with dark
mask. Good reach of neck. Correct clean overline where the croup is a little steep. Good
fore angulation where the upper arm could be a little more angled. Very good hind
angulations. OK proportions. Stands absolute correct with clean bones. An athletic type of
male, slightly raw but absolute correct development for age. OK away for age, and slight
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puppy looseness coming. He moves with nice balance showing a harmonious balanced side
gait maintaining his outline. Very nice male with a very promising future.
GEWALT TENNESSEE DRUMMER (AI) 28/4/2016 5100093559 Sire: Xavi Von Tronje Ger.BH
AD IPO2 (imp. Den) Dam: *Ch. Hinterhaus French Tennessee ET Brd: S. Crozier Exh: F.
Farley
10 Months. Top size, medium strong. Very good pigmentation. Good head and expression.
Good dark eyes. Good neck into a normal wither, straight back and slightly short well
placed croup. Good fore angulation where the the upper arm could be better angled. Good
underline. Very good rear angulation. Pasterns are a little steep. OK away for age slight
puppy looseness coming. Stands correct. Moves with a purposeful side gait holding a good
outline at all speeds.
UHLMSDORF BLACK DIMOND 24/5/2016 9100010952 Sire: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp.
Ger) Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac Brd: EXH Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
9 Months Upper medium size medium strong, slightly compact poroportions. Good
masculine head and expression where the ears are slightly wide set. Neck could be a touch
longer. Normal wither into a clean firm overline where the croup is somewhat steep. Very
good forechest developmnent, underchest is somewhat short. Good forehand where the
upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind angulation. Almost OK going and some
looseness coming. Moves with good purpose showing good hind drive, on occasions has
slight tendancy to fall on the forehand.
REDHAUS XEUS 6/6/2016 3100342596 Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) a ED Normal KKL1
Dam: Redhaus Riska Brd: EXH Exh: M. Pascuzzi
9 Months. Correct size and strength male for age. Good pigmentation. Good masculine
head and expression where the eyes could be darker. Good proportions, good reach of
neck into a normal wither. Firm, correct backline and a slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind
angulation. Good underline. Stands absolutely correct. OK away and coming for age.
Moves with a dynamic side gait for his age showing very powerful hind drive and good
reach maintaining a very good outline at all speeds.
UHLMSDORF BLACK LABEL 24/5/2016 9100010951 Sire: *Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp. Ger)
Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac Brd: Uhlmsdorf Kennels Exh: V. Grzeszkecicz
9 Months. Upper medium size, strong, very masculine with a strong head and good
muzzle. Eyes must be darker and the ears firmer. Good length of neck, normal wither,
good firm backline into a slightly short very steep croup. He has slightly short underchest.
Good fore angulations where the upper arm must be a little longer and better angled. Very
good hind angulation. Close away, OK coming. Moves OK where the hind action could be
more fluent and the fore reach a little freer . Slight tendancy to fall on the forehand.
Junior Dog – Stock Coat
ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE AZ 11/11/2015 3100331961 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Harlerose Angel Brd: Exh: Mrs J.M. Urie
16 Months. 65cms. Top size, correct strength. Very good proportions. Excellent
pigmentation. Beautiful head with absolute correct ear placement, dark eyes and good
strength of muzzle. One of the few dogs I have seen so far with absolute correct planes of
the head. Good neck, beautiful clean overline into a slightly steep croup. Very good
angulation of the fore and rear quarters. Very good underline. Stands absolutely correct.
Very impressive male with classic clean lines and no exaggerations. OK away, OK coming.
Moves with absolute balance and harmony showing correct hind drive and fore reach
maintaining his overline at all speeds. A super dog and one with a very bright future no
doubt.
HASENWAY MONTGOMERY ( IMP DEU ) AZ 28/9/2015 3100330129 Sire: Cronos Del
Seprio (Ita ) Dam: Zicke Vom Feuermelder IPO1 (Imp Deu) Brd: J Haase Exh: R.M Lowery J
Haase
17 Months 67cms. Very large, strong substantial male. Beautiful style with excellent
proportions. Strong masculine head with good muzzle however light eyes detract from an
otherwise good expression. Beautiful clean overline with slightly steep croup. Very good
underline. Good angulation of the forehand where the the upper arm could be slightly
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands absolutely correct in front.
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Almost correct going, slightly narrow coming. This male displays an excellent side gait with
very good drive and reach covering the ground with ease.
NANGAMAI HIAWATHA 6/3/2016 2100447486 Sire: Juwika Destroyer Dam: Aimsway Zada
Brd: M.Matuschka Exh: John & Lee Martens
12 Months 67cms. Very large, strong masculine male. Excellent pigmentation. Has a very
masculine head where the eyes could be darker. He is somewhat narrow all through.
Normal wither, firm straight back into a croup of good length but slightly steep. Good fore
angulation where the the upper arm could be longer and slightly better angled. Very good
hind angulation. Good underline. Stands OK. Very close going and coming. Shows balanced
side gait holding a good overline with good drive but would like a touch more fore reach.
SEIGEN MURPHYS RILEY 22/11/2015 3100333986 Sire: *Seigen Murphys Law Dam: Seigen
Jatz Cracker AZ Brd: EXH Exh: D & CA Gallacher
15 Months. 65 cms. Top size, middle strong masculine male with super pigmentation.
Correct masculine head with beautiful dark mask, dark eyes and absolutely correct placed
ears. Good neck, good wither into a firm back and a croup of reasonable length but is
steep. Has very good fore angulation. Very good rear angulation. Good proportions,
pasterns are somewhat steep. Slightly wide away, OK coming. Moves with good power
however has a tendancy to lower himself a little too much to the ground making him look
very deep when moving.
JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ 4/12/2015 3100332848 Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ Dam: *Ch
Jayshell Winona AZ Brd: EXH Exh: P & N Mcdermott
15 Months Dble P1 Upper Left.. 65cms. Top size, masculine male, good pigmentation.
Slightly short proportions. Good masculine head, good mask, good reach of neck into
normal wither, firm back and a steep croup. Good fore angulation where the shoulder is
slightly forward placed and the upper arm could be more angulated.. Very good hind
angulation. Ok underline. Stands OK. Slightly close away, narrow coming. Moves with a
very good side gait covering the ground well with good hind drive but I would like a touch
freer reach.
HARDROKK LIVING LEGEND 22/2/2016 3100337788 Sire: Hayo Aus Agrigento Dam:
Rantino Hard Rock Brd: Mrs S Bell Exh: Miss Michelle Butler
12 Months. 64cms. Absolute medium size medium strong with an adequate head where
the stop should be more defined and the underjaw stronger. The neck is a little short.
Normal wither, short firm back and short steep croup. Good fore angulation, very good
hind angulation. The underchest is somewhat short and tucked. The dog must be a little
more confident. Somewhat narrow coming and going. Unfortunately the dog doesn’t
display a self confident picture when moving falling somewhat on the forehand. He
requires some significant training to address this.
Intermediate Dog – Stock Coat
*HAUSOSIN XRATED 15/10/2014 6100044027 Sire: Ch Seigen Suris Alfie Dam: Hausosin
Living In Sin Brd: Harris Exh: Pereira/ Roberts
2 Years 4 Months. 64cms Upper medium size, strong substantial male of very good
proportions. Very good head and expression, good dark eyes. Good length of neck, good
wither, correct firm back into a good croup. Very good fore angulation, very good
hindquarter angulation. Upper arm could be better angled. The shoulder is slightly forward
placed. Good underline. Stands correct. Slightly hocky going and OK coming. Moves with
powerfuld hind drive but runs a little flat on the hocks which just spoils the overall balance
in movment,.
*SANNJESA NITRO CIRCUS 17/11/2014 3100314497 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Dam:
*Sannjesa Electra Brd: S & S Mase Exh: M A Paterson & P Butler
2 Years 3 Months. 64cms.Absolute correct size and strength. Masculine male of slightly
compact proportions. Very strong masculine head with good expression. Stands absolutely
correct with slightly long toes. Has a good reach of neck, normal wither, correct straight
back into a short slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be
better angled. Very good hind angulation. Well developed forechest. Good underline. I
wouldn’t want him to be any deeper. Almost correct going, elbows need to firm coming.
Moves with very powerful ground covering free gait showing balance and harmony
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*CH AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 2100417901 Sire: *Ch. Xaro von der
Plassenburg IPO2 (Imp Deu) Dam: Ambala Funky Miss Brd: F Stokes And R & P Berechree
Exh: Mrs Jen Eaton
2 Years 3 Months. 65cms.Top size, strong substantial male of slightly compact proportions.
Strong masculine head where the eye could be a shade darker. Lovely clean correct
overline with normal wither, correct back and well placed croup. Good fore angulation
where the the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good
underline. Very good pigmentation. Absolutely correct away, slightly narrow coming. Dog
moves with an easy balanced side action showing good drive and fore reach covering the
ground well.
INIFF AUTUMN FIRE 4/9/2015 3100321806 Sire: Schaeferhund Rafael Dam: Iniff Southern
Belle Brd: INIFF KENNELS Exh: Melissa Kelly
1 Year 11 Months. 64cms. Upper medium size, medium strong. Excellent pigmentation.
Good proportions. Good masculine head with very good expression. Correct planes of the
skull. Good reach of neck into normal wither, firm back and slightly short well placed
croup. Very good fore angulation where the the upper arm could be better angled. Very
good hind angulation . Slightly short underchest. Stands OK. Slightly loose going and
coming. Moves with a very good side gait showing very good drive but has a tendancy to
fall on the forehand which spoils the outline and makes the dog look somewhat deep in
the chest.
*WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO AZ 8/11/2014 31003314003 Sire: Orrinshir Elton John
Dam: Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil Brd: W & M Goodwin Exh: J & H Withington
2 Years 4 Months.66cms. Large, masculine male, very good pigmentation. Very good head
and expression. Slightly stretched proportions, a little narrow all through. Normal wither,
straight firm back and slightly steep croup. Good underline, good fore angulation where
the upper arm and shoulder must be better angled. He is somewhat steep in pasterns.
Very good hindquarter angulation. OK away, slightly loose in elbows coming. Moves well
with a balanced side gait showing good hind drive and balanced forward reach.
CONKASHA NEW DIRECTION AZ 3/7/2015 2100431540 Sire: Sundaneka Thunda
Downunda AZ Dam: Conkasha Destinies Child AZ Brd: T. Devine Exh: V. J. Bland
1 Year 8 Months. 67cms. Very large, strong substantial male. Very strong masculine head
and expression. The neck could be a touch longer. Normal wither, firm back, croup is
somewhat steep. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Very
good hind angulation. Good proportions, good underline. Stands almost correct in front.
Close away, elbows could be firmer coming. Pasterns should be firmer. Moves with
adequate drive and fore reach. He has a tendancy to pull too hard when over attracted
spoiling his overline and causing him to fall on the forehand.
KARASTRO POP DA CORK 16/5/2015 3100323663 Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Dam:
*Karastro Funkadelic Chic AZ Brd: EXH Exh: Mrs Denise Berghofer
1 Year 9 Months 64.5cm. Upper medium size, medium strong male shown not in best coat
condition. He has a good head where the expression is spoilt by the light and slightly
round eyes. The neck could be slightly longer, normal wither, firm back into a somewhat
steep croup. Good fore angulation, very good hind angulation. I would like a touch more
length of loin to complete the picture. Stands correct. Hocks must be firmer, narrow
coming. Shows a very good hind drive, maintaining his overline but lifts his front legs too
high restricting his fore reach.
Open Dog – Stock Coat
*XARO VON DER PLASSENBURG a ED (Imp Deu) 11/11/2010 SZ2259567 Sire: Remo von
Fichtenschlag a ED (Deu) Dam: Wendy von Piste Trophe a ED (Deu) Brd: Herr Wolfgang
Hassgall Exh: A & R Jones
6 Years 4 Months. 65.5cms. Top size, strong substantial male of very good proportions.
Strong head, very masculine with very good mask and good dark eyes with well placed
strong firm ears. Normal wither, correct firm back with slightly steep croup. Very good
fore and hind angulation. Stands absolutely correct. Correct coming and going. Moves with
a very powerful dynamic gait showing excellent hind thrust and balanced fore reach
covering the ground well. A fully mature and solidly built male who is immediately
impressive in all aspects and shows the desired attributes without any exagerations. Not
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shown in top condition but his anatomical qualities and his untiring ability to move at all
speed won him this excellent class of males.
SENSEN MANN YOKON (Imp Deu) 17/7/2012 FI45561/12 Sire: Enosch V Amassis Dam:
Flair Von Der Martinskapelle Brd: K.Baggstrom Exh: A+F Henderson,G Bobbin &K+R
Knuckey
4 Years 7 Months. 64cms. Upper medium size male, medium strong. Excellent
pigmentation.Shown in top condition. Very good masculine head and expression. Good
dark eyes, correct well placed firm ears. Stands absolutely correct with clean bones.
Beautiful clean flowing overline from the tip of his ears to his tail. Correct proportions.
Very good forehand angulation. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good underline.
Moves slightly close away, OK coming. Ideal correct size and strong male who moves
effortlessly with very good drive and reach covering the ground very well. Another top
male who pushed the winner hard in every phase and I have no doubt will soon have his
day, now reaching his absolute prime.
*CALLE VOM WESTERVENN IPO2 (IMP GMY) 4/5/2012 SZ2281138 Sire: *Labo vom
Schollweiher SCHH 1 IPO 3 (Gmy) Dam: *Zimba vom Westervenn SCHH2 (Deu) Brd: Ralf
Jurgens Exh: SJ & C Collins
A very large male, medium strong. Correct proportions, Good masculine head with good
dark eyes and well placed ears. He has a good wither, firm back, croup of reasonable
length but slightly steep. Good fore angulation where the the upper arm could be slightly
better angled. Very good rear angulation. Good underline. Stands correct. OK away,
slightly close coming. Shows a powerful side gait with very good harmony and balance with
very good reach and drive.
*CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 4/12/2012 5100073113 Sire: *Toby Von Der
Plassenburg a ED Dam: *Ch Vonpeta Champagne AZ Brd: PN Damarell/JE Pike Exh: PN
Damarell, JE Pike & A O'Loughlin
4 Years 3 Months 65cms. Top size, strong substantial male of good proportions. Masculine
head with very good expression. Lovely dark eyes. Stands absolutely correct in front with
clean bones. Has a normal wither, firm back and slightly short and steep croup. Good fore
angulations where the the upper arm could be more angled. Very good hind angulation.
Good underline. Another very mature male. OK away and back. Moves with very good
purpose covering the ground well, maintaining his lines at all speeds with good drive and
free fore reach.
*CH. UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS 23/2/2014 9100009979 Sire: *Odin Delle Terra
Matildiche (Ity) Dam: *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac Brd: EXH Exh: Uhlmsdorf Kennels
3 Years. 65cms. Top size, medium strong athletic style of dog. Good masculine head and
expression, eyes could be a shade darker. Good length of neck, good wither, clean
overline and slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation, very good hind angulation. Good
underline. Pasterns are slightly steep. Slightly close away and coming. An athletic male
that moves with very good ground covering gait with good reach and drive.
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CDX ET 28/11/2012 3100280635 Sire: Odin Delle Terre
Matildiche (Ita) Dam: Stobar Diksy Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Stuart Macdonald
4 Years 3 Months 66cms. Large, powerful strong male. Substantial. Very good masculine
head and expression. Stands absolutely correct in front. The neck could be a touch longer,
normal wither, firm back and well placed croup. Very good hind angulation. Very good
fore angulation. Slightly short underchest which I wouldn’t want any deeper. Slightly close
away OK coming. A heavier more substantial male who moves with very good power and
excellent balance. Very good hind thrust and fore reach. Just on occasion can look a little
bit deep.
*RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/1/2013 3100284046 Sire: Yester Vom Feuermelder
Dam: Amstine Appy Daze Brd: Ms M Raftopoulos Exh: Nicole Ainley
4 Years 2 Months Dbl Upper Left P1. 66cms. Large strong powerful male of slightly
compact proportions. Very good masculine head where the eyes could be a shade darker.
Lovely clean overline into a slightly short croup. Very good fore and rear angulations. The
underline is slightly short. Stands correct. Close away, close coming. Strong substantial
male with very good hind drive but the fore reach must be freer.
*MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET 8/1/2014 3100041999 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Kantenna Lady Gaga AZ Brd: Mr P Vincent Exh: Paul Dammo
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3 Years 2 Months. 64.5 Upper medium size medium strong male. Very masculine. Super
condition. Masculine head with beautiful dark mask and eyes. Good clean overline into a
short steep croup. very good fore and hind angulation. On occasions the tail can sit slightly
high set. Stands correct. Good underline Almost OK away and coming. Moves with good
balance showing a good overline with balanced reach and drive..
*ESKO VON DEN ZWEI STEINEN (IMP. GMY) 6/4/2014 SZ2304294 Sire: Ballack Von Der
Brucknerallee Dam: Udi Von Den Zwei Steinen Brd: E. Reich Exh: F. Grigons
2 Years 11 Months. 67cms. Very large strong powerful male. Excellent pigmentation. Very
good masculine head and expression. Very good dark mask and eyes. He has a good neck,
normal wither. In stance shows a very slight peak in the middle of his back on occasion
then the croup is very steep. Very good fore angulation and very good hind angulation. I
would like a touch more length in the loin and a longer underline. Very close away,
elbows must be firmer coming. A very large male who moves with balanced reach and
drive however the steepness of the croup clearly limits the hind quarters in movement.
MISTEISHAH FERDINAND 8/1/2014 3100299521 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Deu)
Dam: Kantenna Lady Ga Ga Brd: Mr P Vincent Exh: S & L Carroll
3 Years 2 Months. 65.5 cms. Top size, strong substantial male in super condition.
Excellent pigmentation. Excellent strong masculine head with dark eyes. The neck could be
slightly longer, normal wither, firm back into slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation,
very good hind angulation. Good underline. Pasterns must be firmer. OK away and coming.
Very eye catching male with very good balanced drive and fore reach. Covers the ground
with ease.
*BLUEMAX ZOOMBA 27/5/2010 4100186824 Sire: *Jimmy Vom Baruther Land (Imp. Gmy)
Dam: Bluemax Shiloh AZ Brd: A. Brinkworth Exh: F. Farley
6 Years 9 Months. 64.5. Upper medium size, medium strong, masculine head and
expression. Slightly stretched proportions. Good neck into a normal wither, firm back and a
slightly short slightly steep croup Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Good
underline. Stands correct. Ears set very slightly high. Sufficiently sound going and coming.
When moves shows a powerful side gait covering the ground well but on occasions shows
a very slight nick behind the wither.
WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/1/2013 3100283764 Sire: Ch Orrinshir Elton John
ET Dam: Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell Brd: W&M Goodwin Exh: Steve & Judy Wade
4 Years 1 Month 64cms. Upper medium size, medium strong male. Excellent
pigmentation. Good masculine head with good expression. Slightly long ears. Good length
of neck, normal wither, firm back into slightly short croup. Slightly stretched proportions.
Good fore angulation, very good hind angulation and good underline. Slightly close away,
OK coming.. Moves with very good balance and good hind drive. The fore reach should be
a little freer and on occasion drops a little on the forehand.
SC CHALLENGE DOG
579 *XARO VON DER PLASSENBURG a ED (Imp Deu)
SC RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
582. *SENSEN MANN YOKON (Imp Deu)

Dual Performance Trophy
512 *HARLEROSE ANGEL AZ 28/8/2013 3100294285 Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba AZ Dam:
*Bronacre Indian Sunset Brd: M. & S. Stedwell Exh: Mrs J.M. URIE
198/200pts, winner Novice Obedience

Junior Handlers
Judge: Ms Melanie Groth (NSW)
10-Under 13 Years
1st: Stephanie Jones
13-17 Years
1st: Trinity Jones

